
FOSTER POOL EXTENDED 
RESPONSE QUESTIONS

SURVEY FEEDBACK
(At the time this data was collected, 726 had 

filled out the survey. This number may have 

increased slightly since, but the overall trends 
remain consistent)
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Bullying Issues

Had Safety concerns *

Rules were too strict *

Wanted more lap lanes

Had sanitary concerns *

Wanted more adult-kid time/area seperation

Wanted more resident-focused pool *

COVID

Want more programming *

Found pool too old, small, unattractive, or uncomfortable

Other cities had better options

Parking/Crowdedness Issues

Desire more amenities *

Question 5

Number of mentions by residents

*Safety Concerns – Resident reported that the traction on the bottom of the pool was easy to slip on

*Sanitary Concerns – Most often mentioned were the bathrooms and the pool itself
*Rules were too strict – Most often mentioned were those regarding food on the pool deck, bringing of pool 
toys into the pool, and goggle rules enforcement

*Resident focused – two main suggestions – either make pool residents-only, or raise admission fees on non-
residents

*More programming – Suggestions included, but are not limited to: night swims, adult swims, family swims, 
dedicated lap swim hours, adult swimming lessons (2), increased kiddie-pool hours)
*Desired Amenities included: splash pad (requested extremely often), slides, improved concessions and 

concession area, more seating, shade, baby pool improvements, and music
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Rocky River Westlake Bay Village Avon Avon Lake Beachwood Middleburg
Heights

Fairview Park Independence

Top Most Recommended Cities By Respondents – Q13

Top Most Recommended Cities By Respondents



ROCKY RIVER      WESTLAKE

WHAT PEOPLE LIKED ABOUT OTHER CITIES' POOLS –
Q14 (CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE, COMMON THEMES HIGHLIGHTED)

Many new features to consider, but we don’t want to give up 
the lap lanes for them

Family friendly atmosphere

Lazy river, splash features

Different zones for age groups

Theirs feels like a waterpark

Very clean

Caters to families and kids

Walk in entry to the pool

Sprinklers

Water basketball area

They have nice kids/babies areas, separate splash pad 
area

They have a slides of different levels

They have a lazy river

Parking for resident members?

Wide outdoor toddler slide

Shaded grassy area

Caters to families and kids

Concession always stand inside with view of pool and kids

Clean dressing areas that are modern and functional

Sprinklers

Well supervised

Lots of chairs

Connected kiddie pool



Other Cities

Avon Lake
Good gated in splash pads, kid zones

Zero entry for younger kids

Slides

Lazy river

Grassy area near pool deck

Separates lap lanes from general swimming and play areas

Lots of shallow areas

Avon
Feels like a waterpark

Outdoor and indoor options

Splash pads and kid sections are great

Versatile use

Zero depth entry

Bay Village 
They have slides

Lots of seating

Shaded areas, grassy areas near pool deck

Parking for resident members?

Versatile use

Well supervised

Diving well

Middleburg Heights
Family bathroom available

Indoor and outdoor pools available

Kids features

Hot tub

Lazy river

Climbing areas

Independence 7
Offers two outdoor hot tubs

Great concession and eating area

Nice grassy area

Spacious

Clean changing rooms



# of 

mentions
When given a chance to give additional feedback, the most common 
mentions were:                       (Interesting or unique feedback in purple)

58 Wanting more amenities

32 Wanted more seating/chairs

26 Wanted more shade options

23 Wanted more parking options/bike racks

- 7 specified that they do not want to lose any greenspace to this, however

24 Kiddie Pool improvements

18 More adult areas/programming

17 Want resident only pool access

15 Want longer hours and/or a longer pool season

13 Want family changing areas as part of new design

11 Want more relaxed rules regarding food and pool toys/accessories

9 Wanting to keep new pool affordable for residents

9 Want an overall cleaner space

7 Wanting new lap lanes and new pool to be disability friendly/accessible

5 Want an indoor pool option

3 Want more showers inside and outside for the pool

1 each Want increased shade and protection for the lifeguards, want to preserve the name


